ASSEMBLY MAKES MARKET LEADERS

Assembly is the first and only enterprise software system that has been designed from
the ground up to help companies build and manage sales assembly lines. Employing
many of the same techniques that traditional manufactures employ, including labor specialization, repeatable best practices and specialized technology, a sales assembly line
seller can dramatically increase sales volume and their close rates while simultaneously
lowering their costs of sales. By mass producing sales, Assembly helps sellers hyper-scale
their sales operation and secure a market leadership position.

WITH ASSEMBLY, SELLERS CAN ACHIEVE THE FOLLOWING:
7.5x Increase
APPOINTMENTS Performed

1.8x Increase
CLOSE RATE Achieved

13x Increase
GROSS REVENUE Booked
and Customers Acquired

TOGETHER YOU WIN, ALONE YOU LOSE

The days of a having a sales professional play many roles in the sales process have long passed.
It has been definitively proven that the only way to dramatically increase sales volume while
lowering costs is to employ sales specialization. Assembly was designed to ensure that each step
of the sales process is undertaken by the individual best suited to perform the activity from an
ability and or cost perspective.
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The Assembly solution allows you to organize your company’s sales process as though it was
an assembly line. Not only does the software provide each professional on the assembly line
with specialized tools that allow them to perform their specialized jobs effectively, the system
employs a vast array of artificial intelligence that allows sales assets such as leads, opportunities
and customers to move from one stage of the process in an efficient manner which eliminates
bottlenecks and ensures that sales leakage does not occur.
As sales assets move through the assembly line, the system ensures that they are distributed
to the sales professionals in an equal yet random manner. This allows the system to statistically
analyze every aspect of the sales process. Not only does this allow management to optimize the
behavior of each professional, it provides an understanding, in real time how the assembly line is
functioning and what can be done to improve its performance.

THINK BIGGER AND CLOSE MORE TOGETHER
Certainly one way to

Cognitive Calling

improve sales volume

The ASSEMBLY employs
artificial intelligence to
optimize the outbound
c alling process. It
determines which name
in the pipeline is the
optimal prospect to call
at any given moment.
It also allows you to
implement customized
calling cadences which
provide the SDR with detailed instructions on how the interaction with
the prospect should be handled. Employing this feature will result in a
dramatic increase in the number of dials each SDR can make on a daily
basis and also raise the reach and close rate.

is to continually stuff
more prospects into the
sales funnel. However,
to truly hyper-scale this
brute force method will
produce the desired
results. Instead, you
must simultaneously
improve the sales
close rate.
Assembly incorporates
a vast array of artificial
intelligence that is
designed to help raise
the close rate of your
sales development
representatives and
account executives.

A/B Test Campaigns
Assembly is the first
software system that
allows you to A/B test
every aspect of the
sales process. From
marketing to renewals,
statistics replaces the
proverbial gut call. Now
you can mathematically
determine what works
and what doesn’t. For
example, SDRs can test whether one pitch or offer works better than
another.
Sales Plays
Using statistics, it
is now possible to
develop a wide range
of best practices. These
best practices can be
transformed into Sales
Plays which provide
each professional on
the line with detailed
instructions on how to
handle each prospect or opportunity at every step of the sales process.
Moreover, the system carefully tracks the results of each interaction so
that each play can be continuously evaluated and modified to fit changing
circumstances.

MASS PRODUCE SALES WITH ASSEMBLY

The Assembly system includes many features that are designed to increase sales volume and
sales close rate including:

Sales Specialization:

Reminders:

Quantity Control:

Reschedules:

Flow Control:

SDR Plays:

Gremlin Reports:

A/B Test Campaigns:

Cognitive Calling:

Sales Plays:

Marketing Sync Campaigns:

Sales Prioritization:

Inbound Lead Optimization:

Call Processing:

Native support for multiple roles complete
with specialized dashboards and tools.
Monitors the quantity of sales assets in the
system to ensure each line professional is
working in an optimized manner.
Ensures that sales assets are moving
through the system in a timely fashion
thereby removing bottlenecks.
Real time reporting of assembly line
operational inefficiencies.
AI controlled outbound calling that
determines the best prospect to call and
when.
Real time outbound calling to email
recipients
Automatic inbound lead routing to next
available SDR

Cognitive Calendar:

AI powered calendar that helps
schedule hundreds or even thousands of
appointments per month while ensuring
statistical equality among account
executives

Calling Cadences:

Customized instructions on how interact
(email, voicemail, etc.) with prospects

SDRs automatically remind opportunity of
upcoming appointments
Opportunity appointments that cancel
are automatically presented to SDRs to
reschedule
Instructions as to which script, offer
etc. should be used with each inbound/
outbound call
Perform A/B tests on marketing assets,
scripts, offers, price and sales processes
Customized sets of stages, steps and
tasks that ensure Account Executives are
following established best practices
AI generated lists that help Account
Executives prioritize their acions
Ability to process every interaction with
an opportunity to ensure the information
necessary to statistically analyze the sales
operation is captured

Cognitive Forecasting:
AI generated forecasts

Account Re-Assignment:

Automatically re-assign prospects and
opportunities upon turnover

LET’S BAND TOGETHER TO SELL MORE

AssemblyLabs
Success is Shared!

For many companies, moving from an old fashioned sales approach to a sales assembly line is a
daunting task. However, putting it off is one of the worst mistakes that you can make. It is well
established, that in any technology market, only one company will eventually dominate the space.
In this winner-takes-all contest, the company that can hyper-scale and achieve a 40% market share
first, wins. If you don’t get your sales assembly line up and running, you are giving the competition
a head start which can cause your company to eventually fail.
AssemblySales.com can help you make this transition efficiently and effectively so that you are
mass producing sales within one quarter. Through AssemblyLabs, our in-house sales accelerator,
our team can help you become the market leader! Under this program, AssemblyLab’s sales
professionals will build out your initial sales assembly line. This effort includes the below steps.
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Hire a core team of sales development representatives who will work out of our
call center in the Philippines.
Customize ASSEMBLY software to work within your company’s unique
industry.
Create an initial prospect repository by working with third party data providers
such as ZoomInfo and DiscoverOrg.
Create A/B test campaigns that test scripts, offers, price and demonstrations.
Other aspects of the sales process will also be analyzed to determine their impact
on the close rate of the company.
Develop specialized call campaigns and calling cadences that coordinate calling
with outbound and inbound marketing actions.
Train your existing sales team in the Sales Assembly Line methodology and in the
use of the ASSEMBLY software.
Provide on-going management oversight and support of your “sales team” as they
work to schedule appointments and close opportunities.

The above process is meant to jump start your sales process. Once the sales development function
is operating smoothly, it will be given back to you to manage. Alternatively, AssemblyLabs can
continue to manage this function on a going forward basis.

For more information contact info@AssemblySales.com

